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Anewly discovered canvas by the female 17th-century Italian painter Artemisia
Gentileschi sold for almost 4.8 million euros ($5.3 million) on Wednesday, a
record for the artist, auction house Artcurial said. The sale came amid a surge

of interest in the rare female baroque painter’s extraordinarily dramatic work, and
smashed the base estimate of between 600,000 and 800,000 euros. The painting
“Lucretia” depicts the ancient Roman noblewoman who killed herself after being
raped, showing her bare-breasted and about to plunge a dagger into her chest.

It was discovered only recently, in a private collection in the southeastern
French city of Lyon, where it had been stored unrecognized for some 40 years.
After a “long bidding battle” over the telephone, the painting was sold in Paris for
4,777,000 euros to a European collector, the French auction house said. It nearly
doubled the previous record for her work — 2.8 million euros for a painting of
Saint Catherine sold in Paris in 2017. It is extremely rare for Artemisia works to
come on the market.

After years of obscurity, Artemisia (1593-1654) is now recognized as one of the
greatest painters of the post-Caravaggio era and one of the few to match the great
Baroque master’s sense of drama and light. Her status as of the few female painters
of the period has also fuelled a surge of interest in her work and life. “The interest
in older paintings is growing,” said Matthieu Fournier, director of the department
of old masters at Artcurial, and art expert Eric Turquin in a statement. “For the first
time we are seeing contemporary art collectors migrate towards classical art”, they
added. Turquin had earlier said the work is “worthy of the great museums of the
world” and “comes to us in an exceptional state of conservation”. In a sign of
Artemisia’s growing prominence, the National Gallery in London will next year
stage the first major exhibition of her work in Britain, bringing together 35 works
from around the world. —AFP 

Dutch fashion designer Josephus Thimister, a
former artistic director at Balenciaga, has
died at the age of 57, the French fashion fed-

eration said on Wednesday. “It is with sadness that
the Federation de la Haute Couture et de la Mode has
learned of the passing away of Josephus Thimister,
whose avant-garde style, elegance and skills in cut-
ting have, for many years, contributed to the creative
momentum in Paris,” the body said in a statement.

Thimister worked for Balenciaga’s luxury ready-
to-wear lines from 1991 to 1997 before setting up his
own house. In 2005, he became head designer at
French luxury footwear label Charles Jourdan.  Born
in Maastricht in 1962, he studied at the Royal Acad-
emy of Fine Arts Antwerp before working under Karl
Lagerfeld and Jean Patou at the House of Patou in
Paris. In 2010, having closed down his own house
due to lack of investment, he was persuaded to re-
turn to Paris couture by federation chief Didier
Grumbach.

The ensuing collection called “Bloodshed and
Opulence” featuring Cossack jackets splattered with
fake blood and trousers scorched with brown paint
to resemble burns was described by one critic as
“stark, bleak and disturbing”. “I am not a political

person but fashion has a voice and it is time to ex-
press my views,” Thimister, who was of Russian-
Dutch extraction, told an interviewer at the time.

“We are still feeling the aftershock of the Bol-
shevik Revolution and the rise of communism, when
Europe fell apart,” he said. “We have never recov-
ered. We have lost our soul and our spirit.”  Accord-
ing to France’s Fashion Dictionary, Thimister made
his mark at Balenciaga “through his minimalist style
and great skills in cutting in modernizing the
house’s image”. — AFP 
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In this file photo in Paris shows Dutch designer Jose-
phus Thimister posing for the photographer. —AFP 

eight months of this year, the Chinese dominated
with 92,000 arrivals, or more than five times the
number for all of 2016.  The surge started in
2017, when Serbia became the first country in
Europe to scrap visas for its far eastern ally, a
sign of the two nations’ flourishing political ties.
China has “no partner that is more reliable than
Serbia, nor a friend that is more sincere,” Serbian
President Aleksandar Vucic proudly proclaimed
in September.

Belgrade and Beijing have been especially
close allies since the 1990s, with economic links
growing in recent years.  For China, Serbia is a
key foothold on the European continent for its
global infrastructure ambitions to funnel goods
to Western markets. Belgrade, for its part, wel-
comes the investment, with Chinese firms build-
ing bridges and highways through the country,
plus scooping up a collection of debt-hit mines
and industrial plants.

More affordable 
Chinese tourists also see Serbia as a gateway

to the rest of the region, said Flora Xu, a guide
from the Chinese travel agency 54 Traveler.
Neighboring Bosnia recently followed suit by
dropping visa requirements, while Albania lifted
them for the tourist season and Montenegro has

made it easier for large groups to enter. “Be-
cause the other neighbors have also opened
their gates to the Chinese”, by relaxing visa
regimes, “people became interested in this part
of the world they previously heard nothing
about”, the guide told AFP.

For younger travelers like Xin Li, a 37-year-
old electrical engineer who played the “father of
the groom” in the mock wedding, the Balkans
offer a cheaper European experience than
pricier capitals in the West.  “It is the first time
for us to go to Europe,” he told AFP, saying he
and his wife were excited to “see something dif-
ferent”. Their tour started in Belgrade and was
set to weave through western Serbia, stop off in
mountainous and coastal towns in Montenegro,
and wrap up in Mostar and Sarajevo in Bosnia.
The nine-day Balkan tour which the tourists who
AFP spoke to were on cost around 9,980 yuan
excluding flights.

Local economy and heritage 
Serbia cannot boast the stunning coastline of

its neighbor Croatia but Chinese visitors flock to
Belgrade’s historic Kalemegdan fortress and the
capital’s shopping districts.  And some tours
even make a stop at the site of the former Chi-
nese embassy bombed by NATO in 1999. The

tourist trail also includes the western Zlatibor
mountainous region. The country has invested
millions of euros in its tourism sector in recent
years, with the influx of travelers providing a
welcome source of cash.

Last year, tourism to Serbia brought in 1.5 bil-
lion euros, contributing more than three percent
of GDP.  In Gostoljublje, the weddings have an-

other benefit too. “This is very important, to
keep alive the story of how weddings looked in
the past,” said Milija Lazovic, the leader of a
quartet of folk singers, who helped guide the ex-
perience with around a dozen other locals.
“Everybody is involved, if needed, so everyone
can earn something,” he added. —AFP 


